Mother’s Day Special! Prints On Glass Offers a Great
Discount on Glass Prints
Surprise your mother with your photo on a glass print on this Mother's Day

Millions of people in Australia wait for that special day in their lives that comes every year with the excitement and fun. It’s the Mother’s Day!!! There
are some dates in the year that people won’t like to forget, and the Mothering Sunday is one of them (falls on every second Sunday of May).

People take their mother by surprise when they gift the most special person in their lives a bouquet of flowers, a card, or a present.

Well, there are many fascinating gift ideas to surprise that special lady with, besides showing love, appreciation and gratitude to the mother for all she
does. If there’s one thing that will sweep a mother off her feet, it has to be a glass print. Stunning and unforgettable in every sense, these glass prints
are a perfect gift for any mother in Australia.

Prints On Glass is one such company that has been serving people all over Australia (mainly in Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane) with lovely glass
prints that can leave anyone stunned with their special effect.

All glass prints come equipped with concealed mounts, fixings and instructions for installation. They are a premier and highest rated company in
Australia that implement the up-to-the-minute technology for manufacturing glass prints.

MOTHER’S DAY! IT’S TIME TO GIFT MUM WITH THE PHOTO ON AN IMPRESSIVE GLASS PRINT!

Prints On Glass is also offering a great discount allowing one to save up to 30% which will also include FREE delivery throughout Australia.

Sizes Available:

- 600 * 400 mm - $170.00
- 900 * 600 mm - $220.00
- 1200 * 800 mm - $310.00
- 1500 * 500 mm - $310.00

The PRINTING FINISH will be Gloss Print (free of charge). However, for a metallic print, one has to pay a charge of $50.

As far as the shipping for glass prints is concerned, there are certain areas outside metro capitals like Sydney Metro, Bris/Melb/Adel Metro, Hobart,
and Perth for which the customer has to contact Prints On Glass on their website. PICK-UPS can be done at the company’s Sydney Office and
Melbourne Office.

Anyone ordering a glass print has to upload the chosen image to the mentioned link: https://printsonglass.com.au/mothers-day/

If there’s anything the experts at Prints On Glass need to know, one can leave a note or instruction.

OFFER AVAILABLE TILL STOCKS LAST!!! SUBMIT THE ORDER AT THE EARLIEST!!!

Contact Info:

Contact Person: Robert Angell
Phone No.: (03) 9696 2822
Email: info@printsonglass.com.au
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